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Nowadays, social media are at the 
spotlight of academic attention because 
they are a great source of available data 
to develop new applications and services 
to improve user experience or for the 
social good. Event Detection is one of the 
main aspects we focus on. Previous 
research work has showed that Twitter is 
the major player in this domain, because 
of its most up-to-date information. For 
example, here are some tweets that are 
connected with the event, FIFA draw in 
2013:

Our goals:
● Identify an event Γ
● Monitor the evolution of an event Γ
● Report for each event:

- a representative summary RΓ 
- a time window of duration TΓ 
- a set of sub-events SΓ = {γ1, …, γΝ }

Social Networks contain valuable 
information for event detection.

Events could be disasters, concerts, sports, ...
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1) Dataset: ~ 700K public geotagged tweets from 
London organised into 15-min time windows
Ground truth: Wikipedia & manual annotation

Another way to detect events in social 
media, is to observe the social network’s 
graph. The intuition is that when an event 
occurs, a conversation-commenting will start 
from user about this subject. We create the 
graph of the network using users and posts 
as nodes, and we connect them with various 
edges, such as user posted tweet, tweet is 
reply to tweet, etc. The idea in this area, is 
that events would appear as large 
connected components of our network 
graph. We observed that lCCs with spam 
conversations, e.g., a guy sending to all his 
contacts his new cd single, or his new 
application or a guy that replies thanks to 
birthday wishes.

Here are the exps on our network graph 
based method. We used for ground truth 
data that are automatically exported from 
Wiki, plus a manual invention we did on the 
dataset. We have splitted the data into 15 
min segments and we set our largeCC 
threshold to 45. We have found the 12 out 
of 19 events. We have also impelemented 
some other techniques that people use to 
find events, such as Act which is the activity 
of users, with a 3 hours window we look at 
the amount of tweets and the average 
posted on that 3-hours segments. Another 
technique we use to compare ourselves is 
the sentiment of the tweets. We diff positive 
to negative tweets and if the result is 
positive, we detect an event. This happens 
because Twitter is mostly a happy place, so 
when neg are over pos tweets, something 
could have happen. 

Event: X-Factor show

Nicole you do
not need to cry 
in every show..

Tamera go 
home

Burn burn 
burn burn!

R. Furgasson: 
I hope, i hope

James Arthur!!!
His voice is 
amazing!

20:15

21:15

3.2 Experiments

B) Filtering Step:
 Prune spam CCs → ‘star graph’

C) Identify vlCCs & lCCs:
Large Connected Components indicate large-scale conversations:
- if len(CC) > L → vlCC is an event
- if l < len(CC) < L → lCC is an event candidate

D) Check for the same Event in the previous time-window and 
merge similar

2) Comparison methods:
Baselines:
- Activity Detector: unexpected number of tweets
- Structure Components: tracks vlCCs on interaction graph
- Content Components: tracks vlCCs on content graph
State-of-the-art:
- SELECT-H: builds ensembles of anomaly detectors
Our method:
- LiCNo (tf-idf): reveals links using cosine similarity of tf-idf vectors
- LiCNo (w2v): reveals links using cosine similarity of w2v embeddings

Our goals:
● Identify an event Γ
● Report for each event:

- a representative 
summary RΓ 

- a time window of 
duration TΓ 

- Add also something 
about related work

3.1 Graph-based Event Detection [3]

Revealing the Hidden Links in Content Networks:
An Application to Event Discovery 

Social media = valuable 
source for Event Detection

Our method
LiCNo (Linking Content Nodes)
- Content Network, a dynamic 

heterogeneous graph
(user + content nodes)

Other methods
Graph based
- Interactions between users
- Active subgraphs

Text based
- Novel context in a stream of text

  i) Snapshot Graph, Gt = { Vt, Et }, 
      Vt = { V(0, t), …, V(m-1, t) }, where m is the number of 

different node types, Et ⊆ Vt * Vt

 ii) Content Network, G = { Gt | t = 1, .., tmax },
      where Gi is the snapshot graph observed during 
      the i-th time window

iii) Event Detection
      Given a Content Network, identify a set of events 

 E = { e0, …, eM-1 }, where an event is defined by its
 description and duration ej = { dj, t(end, j) - t(start, j) }

Definitions

h( CCi ) = {

3) Scalability Experiments:
 i) Varying volume per time window- left
ii) Varying time period (static volume 
     per time window)  - right
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Experiments
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LiCNo
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16:48 - FIFA world cup draw in
   full flow @talksport

16:55 - fifa world cup draw 
   starts now! #worldcup

17:01 - Easy group for France
17:09 - Italy with Uruguay: Group D

(fifa.com)

Content network 
with hidden links

Example: FIFA 2014 Draw
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Content network 
without hidden links

Hidden links better capture discussions 
around a topic

Motivation Why Hidden Links?

Heterogeneous
graph

1) Build the snapshot graph
- userX tweets textA
- userX replies userY

2) Reveal hidden links
- textA is_similar_to textB

3) Identify events (very large CCs) 
     & candidate events (large CCs)

For all CCi in Gt:
       1, if |CCi| > avg(|CC|) + θ * std(|CC|)

         0, otherwise
4) Extend events through time

5) Filter
- Spam messages & blacklist incidents


